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being taken into account. The infiuence of airpressure has been neglected,

which will be permitted so long as average data of evaporation are considered.
For a correct determination of E it would be necessary to calculate

1 A E over short periods, during which the factors i ± cd, em—ed and
i ± Av may be considered to remain constant, which would take up much
time. This difficuky has been accounted for, at least pardy, by basing
the calculadon not on the daily means, but on the data of the morning, the
afternoon and the night separately, so far as the observadons at De Bilt are
concerned. For the Ijssel lake, where the diurnal ranges are smaller, this
subdivision may be considered to be less urgent. It may be stated, that a
check-calculadon has shown that the remaining error may be neglected.

OBSERVATIONS OF WATER SURFACES.

3. OBSERVATJONS AT DE BILT AND DEN HELDER SINCE 1897.

Evaporadon pans of the same pattern have been in use at De Bilt and

Den Helder since October 1909. The instrument consists of a balance and

a brass reservoir with a surface of 400 cm2. After each observadon the water

is replenished up to 2,5 cm below the rim, corresponding with the zero

position of the balance. With rainfail the water can rise stiJl 3 mm in the

reservoir, before it overffows through a wbe in the centre of the pan towards

another reservoir. The water depth varies from 3,5 cm near the rim to

cm in the centre. For protection against strong wind and ndiadon

from the sides the pan is surrounded by a metal cylinder painted white,

the upper rim of which is projecting a litde above that of the pan.

Before October 1909 an apparatus was used at De Bilt, mounted nearly

1 m higher above the ground, which yielded higher amounts of evaporaüon,

in consequence probably of its higher posidon and of a less effective protection

against spiashing away of the water by strong winds. The observadons al

De Bilt were started in May 1897. The subjoined averages have been

obtained for the periods of May 1897—September 1909 (with omission of

some unreliable data in 1902 and 1903) and October 1909—December 1935.

Man evaporation in mm.

Jan. Febr. March April May June
De Bilt:
May ‘897—Sept. 1909 . 24,4 31,4 53,9 107,7 142,9 i6,i
Oct. igo9—i93 . . . 16,2 24,6 53,3 83,9 ‘22,0 132,8

Den Helder:

Nov. 1897—Sept. 1909 34,6 39,3 64,9 104,7 142,3 163,3
Oct. 1909—1935 . . . 25,5 30,6 57,3 90,9 130,7 149,0
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July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year
De Bilt:

May 1897—Sept. 1909 - 160,7 141,1 91,5 53,6 27,1 20,3 1010,7
Oct. 1909—1935 . . 133,3 110,1 75,0 38,7 20,0 15,3 825,2

Den He’der:
Nov. i8g7—Sept. 1909 171,8 167,8 120,2 78,3 46,8 34,6 ii68,6
Oct. 1909—1935 . ‘58,3 145,6 110,2 70,4 39,5 28,5 1036,5

At De Bilt the figures ihroughout the first period are generally higher
than those of the second (see table i).

At Den Helder the new evaporation pan was put into use on September
15, 1909. Since September 12, 1917, it is mounted in its present place on
the grounds of the meteorological station behind the seadike. The site, from
October 1908 on the sea dike, was more windy than the present one, as
follows from control measurements from September 19o9—August 1910,
which yield 1160,4 mm on the dike against 939,0 mm on a site that is
comparable widi the present one.

4. MONTULY AND ANNUAL MEANS AT DE BILT.

Table t in the Dutch text conmins monthly and annual totals of evapo
radon at De Bilt, from the beginning of the observations nu 1935, some
unreliable data in 1902 and 1903 having been omitted.

.
OLDER OBSERVATIONS AT UTRECHT AND DEN HELDER.

Before the beginning of the observadons at De Bilt, in May 1897,
evaporation measurements have been made at Utrecht, on the flat roof of
the Observatory of Sonnenburg witt a reservoir of 400 cru2. They seem to be
fairly homogeneous, the evaporadon is found to be about equal to that of
De Bilt in 1909—1935 (see table 2).

The observations at Den Helder, made before October 9, i89, deviate
appreciably from the later ones. The resuits are given for several periods
in table 2. The surface of the pan was i m2, and probably it was mounted at
a relafively small height above the ground. The removal of a protecting
cylinder round the reservoir, in 1867, has evidendy increased the evapo
ration. 1)

1) It has been the custom at all the stations up to 1897 to add the evapontion of
January 31 and March t to the amount of February.
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6. OBSERVATIONS IN THE POLDER OF THE HAARLEMMERMEER.

Table 2 contains also the resuits for 4 stations, Leeghwater, Lijnden,

Crnquius and Hoofddorp, in the polder of the Haarlemmermeer. The

paus are cyllndrical vessels of tinned iron, with a diameter of 0,225 In (400

cm2 surface) and about the same depth, mounted at 1 to 1 3% m above the

ground, and surrounded by wooden wbs. Every day the waterlevel is brought
up to cm below the rim; the warerdepth then varies from 4,5 cm near the
border to 12 cm in the centre. The decrease in the course of time, observed

at Lijnden and Cruquius, is probably due to an increase of the density of

the vegetation. In 1933 1 found the old evaporimeter of Cruquius on a site

endrely enciosed by high trees, particularly on the West side, at Leeghwater

it was more open, corresponding more or less wilt the siwation at De Bilt.

At Hoofddorp the station was moved about several times, evidendy to less

exposed places.

7. OBSERVATIONS AT OUDORP, LEEUwARDEN, APELDOORN, DIEREN,

OUDE WETERING, AND LEEGHWATER.

In some of the Meteorological Yearbooks summaries are given of

evaporadon measurements during a series of years.

The averages for a part of these are given in table, 3, viz. Oudorp,

and Leeuwarden. Those for Apeldoorn, Dieren and Leeghwater have been

taken from other sources. At Oude Wetering observations were made with

a reservoir fihled with Water, a second one wilt grass-covered earth and a

third wilt black bate mould. The surface of the lauer two was level wilt

the ground; now and then water was added in order to keep the soil moist,

the superfiuous rainwater was collected.

At Leeghwater comparisons have been made benveen the evaporadon

from the ordinary evaporimeter, described in § 6, and from a metal pan of

the same pattern, which was placed in water, contained in a large wooden

tub sunken in the ground. The last line of table 3 contains the percentages

of the latter expressed in the former.

8. COMPAmSON OF THE RESULTS.

The cause of the mumal differences between the various sets of obser

vations lies more in the exposure and the instrumenis than in climatic

differences. The low figures for Oude Wetering, obtained wilt the water

reservoir (table 3), were observed in a pan of i m2 surface placed in the
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ground, sothat the wind had a relanvely small effect. The large difference
between the old and new series at Den Helder shows clearly the infiuence
of local effeets and method of obsenration. The difference between the new
sets of observations at Den Helder and De Bilt is larger than might be
expected on account of the differences of windforce in general. Probably
a part of it is due to the fact that more water is spiashed out of the reservoir
at Den Helder than at De Bilt. Moreover, the posidon of the station is a less
shekered one at Den Helder. The stations in the polder of the Haarlemmer
meer have a sheltered posifion, not ±ffering much from that of De Bijt.
Theit evaporation is smaller, notwithstanding the fact that the neigh
bourhood of the sea implies a higher windforce. Perhaps the smaller eva
poration is due to the greater depth of the pans, which are probably heated
by the sun to a smaller degree, and to the lower level of the water below
the rim of the pans. The cause of the small evaporation observed at Leeu
warden is probably an effect of the strongly shekered position.

9. OBSERVATI0N5 NEAR ZUTPHEN, NEAR LOENERVEEN, ON Sct-toiuswn
AND AT DE BILT.

Observadons have been made by the ,,Rijkswaterstaat” in 1930, in the
experiment basin of Mmen of the Twenthe canals, near Zutphen, with a
reservoir of i x 2 m surface and m depth, in which the water stood
10 cm below the rim. The reservoir was placed in the water of the experiment
basin. The importance of this short set of observations fles in the fact, that
probably the circumstances under which the water was evaporating dit not
differ appreciably from those in the canal, in contrast with the cases consi—
dered til now, which differed much from natural sheets of water. The
observadons were very incomplete in March and October, but in the period
of April—September only a few days in June, July and August fell out.
The pardy incomplete monthly totals are mendoned below, wim those of
De Bik for the corresponding days, and the ratios for the various months.

Evaporadon in mm.

1930 April May June July Aug. Sept.
Zutphen 74,6 8j, 138,9 9°,4 85,6 70,8
De lijk 96,3 93,5 170,5 114,9 ioo,8 57,8
Ratio De lijk Zutphen 1,29 1,12 1,23 1,27 i,i8 0,82

With the excepdon of September, the ratios agree sadsfactorily with
each other in the various months. For the period April—August is found
576,0 : 473,0 i,zz. When this rado is applied to the annual mean 825,2
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of De Bijt for the period 1909—1935, the annual mean for Zutphen is
found to be 676 mm, a value which probably does not deviate much from
the evaporation in the canal, because the two principal sources of error,
the rim effect and the stronger heating in the reservoir by the sunrays, will
not be large, and act in opposite ways.

10. Evaporation measurements are made by the Service of the Amster
dam Water-Company near the pumping station of Loenerveen, in one of
the strips of water into which the lake ends on its west side. These water
surfaces are separated from each other by narrow strips of land on which
some shmbs are growing. The evaporimeter floats on this oblong surface
of water at about 40 m from the north and south border, and is protected
against the wave movement by a square of 3 rows of wooden beams. The
pan has a surface of 400 cm2, the water level in the pan is about 6 cm below
the rim.

The sub-joined figures have been taken from a table with data observed
in 1934, supplied by the Director of the Water-Company. They represent
the mondily totals for the days on which successfiil measurements have
been made, and the number of those days. Assuming, that the evaporadon
on the unsuccessfiil days was haWof that on the successffil ones, one obtains
the complete monthly totals given below.

Jan. Febr. March April May June
Evaporationonsuccessf.d 5,1 8,o 28,4 52,9 96,5 110,0

Number of days . . 12 17 24 24 27 24
Total 9,1 io,6 32,5 59,5 103,7 123,7

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year
Evaporadononsucccssf.d 125,9 8z,i 71,0 20,9 7,1 7,1 615,0

Number of days . . 25 24 26 22 i8 i6 259

Total 141,0 94,i 76, 25,2 9,5 io, 695,8

The corrections, which should be applied for the reduction of these
figures to the evaporation on the lake, will be fairly large. The windvelocity
will be sensibly lower near the pan than on the lake, and, moreover, the
ventiladon is hampered by the fairly high rim. On the other hand, the
heating will be greater in the shallow pan (a few cm), and with the prevailing
ivest winds the air will be drier here near the shore than on the lake. Ir is
difficult to say, which effect is the larger one, but is seems not at all impro
bable that the negadve and positive effecis approximately counterbalance
cach other. Reduction of the above-mentioned annual total to the period
of 1909—1935, by means of the obsewations at De Bilt, yield an annual
evaporation of 672 mm.
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ii. Obsetwations have been made en the litde isle of Scholdand by the
Service of the ,,Zuiderzeewerken” from the end of March 1933 until half
September 1935, with the purpose of determining the evaporadon of the
Yssel lake (the former Zuyderzee). The preliminary resuits of these measure
ments have been published by Ir. 1. P. MAzuRE 9. The average evaporation,
deduced for the Yssel lake, is found to be:

Jan. Febr. March April May June
Evaporaüon in mm. 13 15 31 6 93 io6

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year.
Evaporation in mm. 102 87 63 33 iS 33 630

The pans had the same dimensions as those used by BINDEMANN 2).

They had a diameter of o cm, the rim of the pans projected a few cm above
the water, and they floated on a raft, which was submerged with the
exceprion of some ribs. Protection against wave movement was obtained
by the raft and by a floating verdcal pardtion surrounding the raft at a
distance of 2 m. The observadons were made not in the lake itself, but in a
basin in open communicadon with the lake, protected by a low dam. The
observadons were made with a micrometer.

- Besides a reduction to the period 1910—1932, a correction has been
appiled for the temperamre difference between the water in the pan and
in the lake, which difference (pan—lake) varies in the daily average from
— 00.2 in December and January to i°.o in June and July. The correction
was determined as follows. For the vapour pressure Cd was taken the average
derived for Hoorn from observations taken 3 dmes a day. The temperamre
Ç of the Yssel lake was determined from observations made at Urk, Nijkerk
and Enkhuizen. The mean watertemperature t’. in the pan was obtained
by adding the above-mentioned temperamre difference to t,. The evapo
radon was assumed to be proportional to — ed for the Yssel lake and to

— ed for the pan, e0 and e’, representing the maximum vapour tension
at ç, and t’,. Allowance for the absence of wave movement and the some
what smaller windveloeity near the pan was made by a correction of 5 %.
The annual mean of 715 mm, obtained for the pan, changes by the corrections
to 630 min for the Yssel-lake.

9 Hemel en Dampkring, 34 (1936), p. 85 and 140.

9 H. BINDEMANN. Die Verdunstungsmessungen auf dem Grimnitzs2e und
Werbellinsee. Jalwbucb für die Gevâsserkunde Norddeutschlands. Besondere MitLei
lungen, Bd. 3, Nr. 3.
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12. Since June 1932, observafions are made at De Bilt in the pond

near the Mcteorological Insdtute, once a day at 8 a. m., witt a floating pan
of 400 cm2 surface. The water is replenished daily to 2 cm below the rim;
the depth of the water in the pan varies from 12 cm in the centre to cm
near the border.

After omission of the not entirely reliable obsewations, monthly ratios
were calculated benveen the evaporadon in the pond and in the ordinary
evaporimeter of the Instirute. These are given below, together witli the
evaporadon for the period 1909—1935, deduced from them. The causes
of the smaller evaporadon observed with the pan in the pond, are the lower
windforce and the slighter heating of the water 1).

Jan. Febr. March April May June

Rados 0,7K 0,69 o,66 o,6 o,66 o,68
Evaporation in mm. . 12,6 17,0 35,2 54,5 8o, 90,4

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

Rsrios o,66 0,64 o,66 0,74 o,Rr o,8z
Evaporation in mm 8,8 70,4 49,5 28,6 ‘6,2 12,5 555,2

13. Co?.w±iusoN WITU OTHER OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING LARGE

SHWrS OF WATER.

Among the data ,that may sewe for a comparison, the careful obser
vations, made by BINDEMANN’) in the Grimnitzsee, to the NE of Ber
un, may be mendoned in the first place. A mean annual evaporation of
940 mm was deduced for this small lake, witt a largest and smallest dimen
sion of 3,5 and 2 km. The dlimate is somewhat drier than in Holland, and,
moreover, the watervapour contents will increase Iess when the air is flowing
over the small Grimnirzsee than is the case above the much more extensive
Yssel lake. Uur stiJl the difference of 310 mm seems to be fairly large.
BINDEMANN, however, has applied no correction for the difference of the

water temperature in the evaporation pan and in the Joke, which amounts
in the observation months April—October to an average of 00. 34. According
to his calculation the correction is only 1 % and may be neglected.

When, however, as was done by ?vhzuRs, the evaporation in the pan is

1) It may be lesje, that the stronger heating in the pans in the day time, in comparison

wiffi natural more extensive sheets of water, is counteracted by a stronger cooflng

during the night, stil! the heating has more effect, because the warm lighter water
floats in a thin sheet on the surface, whereas cooling makcs the surface water sink down

and causes a more thorough intermixing with the deeper layers. Moreover, the heating

has more effect, because it coincides with the greater windforce in the day time.

‘) Loc. cit.
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assumed to be proportional to e’,r — ed, a correction of 50 to 6o mm is
obtained, sothat the evaporadon in April—October, which is 772 mm
according to BIIOEMAN?l, would decrease to 717 mm 9. For these months
the evaporadon of the Yssel-lake amounts to 540 mm. The difference is
stifi fairly large; it should be taken into account ,that the dutch as well as
the german determinadons of the temperature difference between the pan
and the lake are not very accurate, and this applies also to the corresponding
correcdons. Therefore, the resuits obtained for the Yssel lake should be
considered as preliminary; the observations are being continued, an
extension having been given to the determinations of the water temperamre
and hunddity.

A comparison may also be made between the evaporation of the Yssel
lake with 2 Swiss lakes, the Zugersee and the Agerisee. The evaporadon
of the latter two was determined in an endrely different way, from precipi
tadon and discharge. For the cold year 1912 the annual evaporation was found
to be

775 mm for the Zugersee (407 m above sea level)
735 mm for the Agerisee (720 m above sea level)

A difficulty is brought about by the relatively large climatic difference
between Holland and Switserland, which cannot easily be accounted for.
The height above sealevel is 407 m for the Zugersee, corresponding with

a pressure difference of nearly %. Therefore the above-mendoned figures
should be diminished by % to make them comparable to these of the
Yssel lake 2). Furthermore, the larger dimensions of the Yssel lake should
be taken into account, involving a higher humidity and a decrease of eva
poration.

5) B1NnatAsR makes use of the formula v = i,6o X 1,0278t , t repre
1 + 0,34225

senting the watenemperature, and u the deficit of sawradon, derived from observaüons
made in a mcteorologil screen en shore. \Vhen this formula is used for the calculation
of the influence of a somewbat higher watertempenture, si remaining constant, it is applied
for a case for which it is not adapted. Namely, in the natural circumstances, on wifich the
formula has been based, u generally increases with incteasing t. The experiments of EKKE
HARD SCHMID (Meteorol. Zeitschr. Aug. 1933, p, 288), though the deduced corrections
are stili en the Lowet side, when appiled to the Grlirnritzsee. because SCNMID has worked
with reladvely mw hurnidities, show also that the influence of the temperanire difference
between pan and lake is larger than is assumed by BINDE?.Len.

9 So far as the derrease of the deficit of saturation and of temperature with height
above sealevel does not compensate the effect of air pressure.
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS THAN THOSE OF FREE WATER
SURFACES (see also § ).

14. The evaporation from polderland bas been determined by ELINK

STERK for the large polder of the former Haarlemmermeer 1). The calcu
lation was based on data about precipitadon, percolating water, watersupply
and discharge, watercontent of the soil and height of the surrounding
waterreservoir. ELINK STERK comes to the conciusion, that the evaporadon

is generally larger in wet years than in dry. For the whole year an evapo
ration of 481 mm was calculated, distributed as follows:

January—Ap ri L May—August September—December

Evaporation in mm 66 j4 68

From these figures the following mondily values have been deduced
by VAN EVERDINGEN 2) by calculating the ratios with the evaporaion at De
Bilt and applying smoothed values for the various months to the evaporadon
data of De Bilt in the period 1909—1935 ( 3).

Jan. Febr. March April May June

Evaporation in mm
.

8 i6 38 67 102

Ratios 0,25 0,33 O,3ô 0,45 0,55 0,77

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

Evapontion in mm io6 72 40 17 7 4 48!
Rados o,8o o,6 0,53 0,44 0,35 o,z6

The determination by ELINK STrnUC applies to the period 1881—1896.

The research has been continued by Ir. J. G. BIJL 3), who came to the
conelusion that the evaporadon bas decreased apprcciably in the course
of time, on account of the lowering of the water level and the improved
drainage. The period under discussion extended from 1870 tilt 1923, and

in 40 years time a decrease of evaporation was found of about 173 mm.

i. An other instance of the connection between the evaporadon

from grass and arable land and the watercontents of the soil is given by
Ir. PFEIFFER, who mentions the abnormally high annual evaporadon of
900 to 1050 min per annum for the polder of the Horstermeer in the years

1910 and 1911. This is a polder with a great amount of percolating water.

1) A. ELINK STERK. Over regen, verdamping en kwel in den Haarlemmermeerpolder.

Tijdschrift Kon. Inst. v. Ingenieurs, 1897—1898. Verhandelingen, p. 63.

) Water en Gas, March 17, 1922, p. 96.

‘) Het kwelwater in den Haarlemmermeerpolder. De Ingenieur, 2925, n9. 7.
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It should be remarked, that 1911 was a very dry year and that these figures
have no great accuracy.

In a repon on the ,,Hooge Veluwe”, one of the higher parts of Holland,
in the centse of the country, the annual evaporadon bas been estimated at
430 mm.

ANNUAL AND DIURNAL VARIATION OF EVAPOR4TION.
i6. ANNL’AL VARTATION.

There exists a noticeable difference between the annual variation of
the evaporation at Den Helder and at De Bilt. The subjoined ratios Den
Helder : De Bilt refer to the period 1909—1935.

Jan. Febr. March April May June
Ratio 1,57 1,24 1,07 i,o8 1,07 1,12
Retative humidity, diffe

rence De Eilt—Den
Helderin% . . . 0 —3 —

—6 —8
—

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Ratio 1,19 1,32 1,47 i,8z 1,98 i,86
Relative hunüdity, diffe

rence De BUt—Den
Helderin% .

... —5 —I 3 3 2 1

The ratio is smallest during the spring and the beginning of the summer,
greatest in the autumn and the beginning of the winter. The variadon in the
ratios seems to be chiefly due to the differences in the relative humidity.
The above-mendoned ones for De Bilt—Den Helder were derived from
observations at 8, 14 and 19 h. They attain their lowest and highest values
approximately in the same months as the rados.

MAZURE 1) has deduced the following ratios benveen the evaporadon
on the isle of Scholdand (in the IJssellake) and at De Bilt (Scholdand : De
Bilt).

Jan. Febr. March April May June
Ratios 0,70 0,47 0,62 o,8z 1,00 0,91
Smootbed 0,55 0,59 o,66 0,76 o,88 0,94

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Ratios . . . . 0,95 0,92 0,87 0,99 0,98 0,55
Smoothed . . 0,96 0,96 0,94 0,87 0,74 o,8

For the present no humidity observadons of Schokland being available,
we cannot give a satisfactory explanation of the annual variaflon of these
ratios.

‘) Hemel en Dampkring, 1936, p. 91.
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The annual variation at the stations in the polder of the Haarlemmer
lake (Leeghwater, Lijnden, Cruquius and Hoofddorp) is about the same as
that of De Buit, as is indicated by the following ratios Haarlemmermeer:
De Buit. For Haarlemmermeer the data of the long sets of table 2 were used.

Jan. Febr. March April May June

Ratios 0,84 0,79 0,73 0,89 0,90 o,88

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Rados 0,87 0,84 0,79 o,8o 0,85 0,87

17. DIURNAL VARIATION.

In table the averages for the periods 8—14 and 14—19 h. are given,
and for De Bilt and Den Helder for 8—19 and 19— 8 h., for the period
October 1909—1916. The later years have been left out of account, because
since the introduction of ,,summer time” the hours of observadon
have shified during a part of the year. Also the ndos 8—19 h./19—8h.
are given.

In comparison to the total evaporation the share of the night hours is
much greater at Den Helder than at De Buit, and the difference between
the 2 stations is only 59,4 mm for 8—19 h. and 119,1 for 19—8 h. The
evaporadon between 8 and 19 h. is in March, April and May even larger

at De Buit than at den Helder. On the contrary, the evaporation between

19 and 8 h. at Den Helder is 2 32 times that of De Buit for the whole year,

the ratio being 1,7 in January—April and above 4 in September and Octo
ber. The reladvely high evaporation at Den Helder is parüy a wind effect,

the decrease of wind force during the night being smaller at the coast

station Den Helder than at De Bijt i), and, furthermore, the reladve humi
dity does not increase so much during the night as is the case at De Buit.

The difference between day and night is greater in summer than in
winter, for the windforce as well as for the reladve humidity. In consequence,

the ratios in table 4 are larger in summer, particularly at De Buit. There is,
however, at De Bilt, a pronounced shift of the maximum towards the end
of the year, that may be ascribed to the increasing hwnidky and more abun

dant formation of dew between 19 and 8 h. in August and September.
The figures for the Haarlemmermeer, at the bottom of the table, are

averages for 4 stations. The ratios 8—20 h./zo—8 h. do not differ much
from those at De Bilt; when the difference in the hours of observation is

1) Medededingen en Verbandefingen n. 32, p. 38, 39 and 41.
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taken into account, they are a litfie lower, which is in agreement with the
position with regard to the sea. Also in the Haarlemmermeer the
maximum has shifted towards the end of the warm season.

DEDUCTION OF THE CONSTANTS OF THE EVAPORATION
FORMULA.

i8. EARLIER DETERMINATIONS.

According to BIGELOW 1), in the formula of 2, the windvelocity v being
exprcssed in m.p,s., the constant

A = 0,252

for pans with a diameter of 0,4 to 3,0 m.
According to STELLING 2) the following values may be derived from the

observations at Pawlowsk, Nukuss and St. Petersburg.

Pawlowsk ) Nukuss 2) St. Petersburg ‘)
o,ix6 o,x6

The windvelocity bas been determined at a fairly great height above
the ground at these stations. Higher values of the constant are obtained
when the windvelocity near the watersurface is introduced in the formula,
which on a rough estimate do not differ much from the value found by
BIGELOW.

The values of C show greater differences. From the figures
given by STELLING, we find the following values, when the evaporation is
expressed in mm per hour.

Pawlowsk Nukuss St. Pctersburg
0,011 0,039 0,039

whereas the value, which BIGELOW bas derived from 9 sets of evaporation
measurements, made by different observers at different places, is

C = 0,0277.

5) F. H. BiGaow. The Iaws of the evaporntion of water from pans, reservoirs and
lakes. Boletin n’. 2 de la Oficina Meteorologica Argentina, p. 21. Buenos Aires 1912.

‘) 9 Eo. STmING. Ober die Abhüngigkeit der Verdunsnmg des Wassers von
seiner Temperanar und von der Feuchdgkeit and Bewegung der Luft. Repertorium für
Mereorologie, Ed. VIII, n°. 3. Über die Bestimmung der absoluten Grösse der Verdun—
stung von einer freien Wasserflche, nach den Beobachtungen im Observatorium zu Pawlowsk.
Rep. f. Met. VIII. Kleinere Mineilungen n°. III.
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BIGEL0w’s own measuremeuts, which were made on an extensive scale
with a great number of evaporation paus, are 111 adapted for the determi

nation of G, because a formula of a different form has been used.

19. OBSERVATIONS AT DE BILT, ORDINARY EVAPORATJON PAN.

The surface temperature of the water in the pan has been observed at

De Bilt since 1932, at 8, 13.45 and i6 h. and for a few months also at ii h.
The observations of evaporadon were made at 8, 14 and 18.20. The ad
vancement of the time of observation with one hour during the introduction
of ,,summer time” does not apply to the observation of 18.20. On
Saturdays, Sundays and festival days the observation of 14 h. was made at
13.20 (i G. M. T.)

The vapour pressure Cd was derived from hourly readings of the dia

grams of a ffiermograph and hygrograph in the meteorological screen. The

maximum vapour pressure ç at the watertemperamre was obtained by

the deduction of hourly temperawre differences ,,water minus screen”

from the observadons taken 3 times a day. This deduction is rather incertain

for 8—14 and 38.20—8 h., but sufficiently accurate for 14—18.20. The

windvelocity was taken from the diagrams of the anemometer on the tower

of the Institute m high). Reducdon to a height of 6 m above flat open

ground yields a decrease to 5/6 1), and to 1,5 1fl 5/6 X 4/5 2/3. Compari
sons, made in February 1936 between the windvelocity at the tower and

below near the evaporimeter, yielded a reducdon factor strongly dependent

on winddirection.

\Vinddirection ENE E S WSW NW

Factor 0,50 0,55 0,39 0,26 o,i6

An average reductionfactor was determined by talting into account the

local conditions and the frequency of winddirections, and 50 0,33 was

obtained, which means, that the factor 2/3 found above is stil diminished

to half its value by the vegetation etc., anyway in winter when the trees

are bare.
Generally somewhat smaller factors are found in summer. The compari

sons with the windspeed on the tower have been made for different direc
dons. A mean ratio was derived, which amounts to 77 % of that in the
winter months, yielding a reducdon factor of

0,77 X 0,33 0,25.

for the months of June—September.
1) See Medededlingen en Verhandelingen no. 32, p. 29.
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A mean value of

C 0,0269
is found for the afternoon hours 14—18.20 of the months of November—
April, when for A BIGEL0w’S value of 0,25 is taken and a reduction factor
of 0,33 for the wind, and when for the years 1933—1935 the average is
calculated of the values of C obtained for the separate months.

For these months the individual values of C are somewhat divergent.
A better agreement is shown by the figures deduced for the summer months.

1933—1935 June July Aug. Sept. Average
14—18.20 h. C . . . . O.oo2r 0.0282 0.0266 0.0265 0.0271

The average for the 10 months is 9:
for the afternoon hours 14—18.20 C 0,0270.

night ,, i8.o— S C 0,0246.

The values of C for the afternoon and the night agree fairly well 2), not
withstanding the fact, that the deficit of samration C,,Cd is more than
10 ümes as large in the afternoon as during the night. This may be con
sidered as an indication, that the proportionality between evaporation and
ç—e hoids good, at least approximately, for widely divergent humidities,
in contradiction with BIGELOW’S 3) point of view, that this formula serves
fairly well in dry cimates, or during the dry part of the day, but that the
coefficient C is very variable for moist climates and during the night.

1) The calculation has not been extended to the months of May and October, on
account of the slilfting of the hours of observation at the begirming and the end of the
period, during which ,,summer time” is used.

2) Vhen for some hours of the night a negative value of was deduced, eW—ed
bas been taken o. Consequently, a smaller value of C was found for the night beurs than
would have been the case if condensation had been assumed; in that case the difference
between the values of C for the aftemoon and night hours would have become smaller stili.
A notewonhy case of condensation was observed at 8.35 0fl April 15, 1936, with dear sky
and calm weather, when after a cool night a small amount of ice was found in the evaporation
pan. The vapour pressure, detennli,ed by means of a ventilated psychrometer, W35 5,1 mm
in the free air near the evaporlineter, and only 4,9 mm at t or 2 cm above the water surface.
Evidently the vapour was condensing into the pan, which might be expected at the actual
dew point of o° 9.

The value of C for the night hours would likewise have become a linie higher in corn
parison to that of the aftemoon, if account had been taken of the fact that vind velocity
decreuses more rapidiy towards the lower levels at night than during the day time.

1) Boletines fl°. 2 de in Oficina Meteorologica Argentina, 19t2, p. 5,
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20. DE BILT. OESERVATIONS IN THE POND.

The watertemperature has been determined 3 times a day, at 8, 13.45

and i6 h. The windvelocity a linie above the water surface was found to be

2/3 of the speed near the ordinary evaporimeter at 1,5 m above the ground,

as well in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the pond as in one
perpendicular to it. The windspeed at the surface of the water was assumed

to be o,6 of that near the ordinary instrument. The cakuladon of C was made

for the afternoon period 14—18.20 only. The evaporation was deduced

from that of the ordinary evaporimeter by means of the ratios mendoned in

§ 12, the difference between the diurnal variadon of evaporation in the two

pans being neglected.

The calculadon yields for the warmest months the following values

of C:
1933—1935 June July Aug. Sept. Average

C = 0,0232 0,0226 0,0233 0,0224 0,0229

The difference with the values of C in the preceding § is most probably

due principafly to the higher humidity above the water in the pond.

21. OBSERVATIONS ON SCHOKLAND.

Eng. J. P. MAZURE bas found 1), that the daily evaporadon of the Ijssel

lake may be represented fairly well by the formula

1,00 (e0—ed).

For the determination of c the humidity observations for Hoorn have

been used, and for ç the observadons of watertemperature at Enkhuizen,

Urk and Nijkerk. The formula yields somewhat too high resuits for the

summermonths, sothat the factor i,oo is better replaced by 0,965 for the
period May—August. When the mean windspeed is taken to be 4,1 m.p.s.2)
and the coefficient A in the windterm t ± Av again 0,25, we find

C = 0,0187

Future measurements, which are being contemplated, may procure
more accurate data for the deduction of this coefficient for a wide
watersurface. The above-mentioned relatively small value of G, in compa
rison to the 0,0271 and 0,0229 of the preceding §, should probably be taken

as an indicadon, that the humidity on the lake is appreciably higher than

is accounted for by the data for Hoorn.

t) Hemel en Dampkring 34 (1936), p. 143 and 144.

2) The average of the windvelocity at Groningen and Flushing, reduced to the

surface of the take.
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